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If you are tired of your daily routine and want to have change by going on a trip, opt for India tour
packages India as here you can get numerous options of tourism in order to enjoy the tour in most
fantastic manner. A trip to India is full of lots of fun, excitement and many pleasure giving
experiences that draw the abstention of tourists from every nook and corner of the globe. Here
tourists can travel around many popular places that are truly worth exploring. The northern tourism
of India is well known for its enchanting sites. To visit the amazing attractions and destinations of
north India, tourists should choose golden triangle tour India which is one of the most sought after
tour packages of India tourism. With the help of this tour circuit you can travel around the three very
famous cities of India that are Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. These are among the most captivating places
of the country.

If you start your trip with this tour package, your first destination will be Delhi. It is the capital of India
and home to many alluring attractions for instance Red Fort, Qutub Minar, India Gate, Jama Masjid,
Rajghat, Humayun's Tomb, Lotus Temple and the rest. These sites are must visiting spots when
you are on India tour. Delhi is also known for its famous market places like Chandni Chowk,
Cannaught place and some others.

Agra is the second target with golden triangle tour package. The city of Agra is recognized all
through the world as it is home to Taj Mahal which is one of the Seven Wonders of the World. Here
tourists get chance to visit not only this beautiful monument but also many other fascinating sites
such as Agra Red Fort, Itmad-Ud-Daullah Tomb, Fatehpur Sikri, Dayal Bagh, Ram Bagh, Chini Ka
Rauza, Sikandra Akbar's Tomb, Agra Jama Masjid, Buland Darwaza, Panch Mahal and the like. 

The final target of the tour is Jaipur which is the capital of Rajasthan (the largest state of India). The
pink city, Jaipur is well known for its tourist destination and attractions like Hawa Mahal, City Palace,
Govind Temple, Jal Mahal, Mubarak Palace, Nahargarh fort, Jaigarh fort, Amber Fort, Kanak Valley
etc. it is must exploring city of India tourism. So, enjoy the trip with golden triangle tour India to India
if you wish to experience the mind-blowing sites to make the most of your leisure time.  
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